We will take as a starting point a certain Ai 6 classified by its discoverer, the late Professor F. N. Cole,* as VI, 2, and by Miss L. D. Cummingsf as Groupless No. 36. It will be used once with numbers as elements, the integers from 1 to 15 ; and a second time, according to the Reiss method, with letters from a to r, omitting i, and Reiss's splicing element shall be denoted by s. To forestall a group of order 2, I shall derange arbitrarily the columns of the second set, reversing by threes, that is, exchanging, before splicing, columns headed by sa and sc, also sd and sf, etc. There results a groupless A 81 having two heads (the two AIO'S). Arranged under the elements of the first of these AIO'S, in 15 columns, it is the following array. One misprint has been corrected, Cole's triad 8 11 15 being changed to 9 11 15 as of course it must have been in his MS. To eradicate the two heads, I choose the column of triads containing 1, and that containing r, which latter has been collected from the first fifteen and placed after them in the above table. Between these columns the tetrad relation* occurs three times. I select the triads 1 6 7, 1 g I, and r 6 g, r 7 I, and replace them by 1 6 g, 1 7 /, and r 6 7 , r g I. After this alteration (which requires corresponding alterations in columns under 6 and 7), the upper half and lower half of that 15X15 array no longer form mutually exclusive closed sets, letters in one and integers in the other, for there are now three mixed triads containing one letter each; that is, six mixed pairs in the columns 1, 6, 7. This fact enables me to cut corners in the argument. All triads of the A 3 i are listed already in these 15 columns, but for detailed study the 16 additional columns are written out, but not in full. This part need not be given in all detail, since a bare outline will enable anyone to repeat it. I have formed the sequences and listed the indices, complete for columns 1 to 9 inclusive, and enough others so that at least nine indices are listed for triads which contain any particular element. This minimum proves to be sufficiently large for the present purpose. VERIFICATION. (1) There is no An contained in this A 3 i. If there were, its 15 elements would occur each in 7 triads, and the sequences derived from those triads would constitute a closed system, every pair of elements present occurring twice, in opposite orders, with indices totaling 14 in each column concerned. For the complete A 3 i the indices total 28 for each column. I examine therefore the sequences belonging to each triad separately, noting how many are related by the appearing of one pair in two sequences. Where the index total of related sequences forming a closed set under a triad is 16 or more, neither that set nor the remainder under that triad can belong to a Ai 6 . Such is the case with at least 9 of the triads in every column ; and we need examine no further, since 15 -9 = 6 < 7, and it is therefore certain that no element can be found in 7 triads, to form a closed system with the 14 associated elements.
(2) There is no substitution, aside from the identity, which can transform this A 3 i into itself. Any such substitution would replace at least one element by a different one; and the set of indices associated with the former would necessarily be identical with the set belonging to the latter. Now having the complete table of indices for nine columns, I compare them among themselves and find no two identical. Then I compare the partial set that has been formed for each of the remaining 22 columns with each of the first 9, and find in every partial column at least one index that does not occur in any complete column. Lastly, I examine, for every two of the 22 partial columns, the twice nine indices which they exhibit. If, when completed, the two sets of columns would become identical, the partial columns ought to show at least 4 indices repeated (18 -14 = 4), or the equivalent. But this does not happen in any two partial columns of the 22, and we may omit the labor of carrying these columns to completion. The quality of grouplessness is fully certified.
Let me repeat for the benefit of anyone who may wish to check this proof: in verifying (1) it was frequently necessary to cite the fact that, after the tetrad alteration, neither integers alone nor letters alone are, in this array, a closed set.
It remains an interesting question whether 31 is the least number of elements above IS for which a groupless and headless triad system can exist.
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